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About This Game

Hop on the Puzzle Train with us!

For thousands of years people have dreamed about traveling.

As a species we have achieved a lot - millions of railroad kilometers, endless highways and the fact that at any given moment
there are half a million people flying around in the sky. We are even on the verge of space-tourism. However, the most

important journey is still beyond our reach... Or is it?

The Ancient Greeks built the first railroads around the year 600 BCE.

In 1895 the Lumiere Brothers were the first to capture a train on a moving picture.

These are two amazing achievements but we need to evolve further.

In 2018, The House of Fables has combined virtual reality with a childhood dream. We created a video game which offers you
the chance to relive those innocent memories.

Virtual Reality gives us more than we realize. Time-travel isn’t a physical reality (as far as we know), but a ride down the
memory line is.
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We developed Trains VR as a bridge between the present and the past.
A childhood dream combined with the newest technology.

Hop on the locomotive and travel back to your past!

Don’t try to time-travel to your past. Bring it back with Trains VR!

Trains VR is a puzzle game that gives you the ultimate opportunity to find the best-fitting solution to railroad problems and
relive your childhood:

Challenge yourself with 40 levels of logical puzzles that have multiple solutions.

Dive into a fantasy world of locomotives, train stations and magical stars that you will have to collect.

Become a master builder and the fastest conductor of all!

Build, Ride, Fail, Repeat and solve puzzles!!
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his game is simple and easy to pickup, it's a good way to pass time, You'll keep wanting to come back for more. The graphics
are great, the idea is fantastic, but the overall game is poorly developed and seems like something the game maker developed on
the trip to the grocery store. It doesn't seem like he took the time to develop his idea before executing it like this. this game is
very addicting, I just wish it had a little more to it however.. Peashy is the "PC CPU" part of the game. She hits like a truck.
Comes witha cute bumble tiger type outfit to start and can only get cuter as you progress.

Her HDD form is at least 3000cc implants, and that'll be her damage at like level 10 with Guard Strike.

She is pure fanservice, and I can understand how some people can be like oh a kid into a giant boobed CPU and feel weird
about it. But you already purchased HDN already, so you have Neptune who is damn close to the same thing.

HDN is about fun and self parody, Peashy is almost Orlandu of Final Fantasy Tactics OP. But if you are ever underleveled,
you'll be glad you have her, just so you can progress in the story.

Worth the purchase, completely. Extremely fun, and very cute to very sexy.. Worst idle game ever. That's hyperbole, but it's still
pretty bad. I'm only playing for achievements because OCD.. I LOVE THIS GAME!!!! IT IS VERY COOL&CUTE!!!. This is
truly the Pirates of the Carribean of multiplayer, the engine seems like the ut2004 so no heavy lifting, and it really has it all. You
can be the loner and attempt to fly stealth and sabatoge or take an enemy ship and use against them, or you can be part of a crew
where team work is key. Its UT2004 Torlan but in the sky. Definately give this one a go, and at the price of 15 bucks!
Definately one for your collection.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥does not work at all. Pretty damn wicked ��. So there's three "warfare"
games, all Russian in origin but with some differences in who developed them. I've beaten this game two or three times, on
normal to hard difficulty. After this one came "Warfare Reloaded" where you play as the Russians against the US in
Afghanistan. I can't even review that one, because it's not sold on Steam, probably because it's AI is mentally handicapped and
one mission won't end even after you complete the objectives. The third one is "Syrian Warfare", and I'll review that one next.
This one is the first, the best, and the other two aren't worth touching.

Gameplay:
You get a limited force to start each mission with, you will sometimes get reinforcements mid-mission. How you perform in
each mission affects what assets you will have available in the next. If a unit gains experience in a mission and survives, you get
to use it as a more experienced and effective unit in the next mission. The more guys you keep alive and the more enemies you
kill, the more command points you have available next time, which you can use to get new and better units. You can capture
enemy vehicles as well.

If you're lucky, you'll have infantry, light and heavy armored vehicles to command, possibly even choppers, artillery, and rarely
the ability to call for airstrikes. Ammo and fuel have to be replenished, so protect the vehicles that store these things. Your
environments range from open desert to big cities. Your objectives can be as straightforward as taking over an area or as
complex as search and rescue. You cannot Zerg rush your way through this game. Each part of your force must support and
protect the others, and be on guard, because you can never be totally sure what's coming up the first time playing. There is some
micromanaging of the troops involved, but not too much, Just don't send anything but the toughest units out unsupported.

Story: The Russians are no friends of ours, but they have zero love for jihadis, and they wrote an unintentionally pro-American
game. By paying close attention to the "war journals" "news tickers" and cutscenes, I have surmised that the story goes like this:
Spoilers in the next paragaph.

America won in Iraq and Afghanistan, and those wars came to a close. But then the
Saudi clerics, Al Qaeda and radicalized Saudi Arabian Army joined forces against the King of Saudi Arabia, aiming to create a
Caliphate starting with the most oil-rich nation in the Middle East. The King, along with the Saudi police and National Guard,
ask for American assistance. The King, like most petro-monarchs, is opulent and surrounded by sycophants, but with American
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help they survive, get their act together and govern after American forces drive the jihadis out. Russian writers were careful to
ocassionally include the tropes of the "ignant" American soldier and "it's only because of the oil, maaaan" but they didn't change
the overall fact that America was fighting against a movement of characters even the Russians couldn't love.

Was it Fun?: It sure was. You learn as you play; the tip screens come in the appropriate scenarios, but they don't hold your hand.
Once you've learned to be careful of mines and the ATGMs off in the distance that might kill or incapacitate in one hit, you will
soon have the hang of this game. It's fun, once you've drawn up your line of battle, to see your units at work, moving as you
please and blazing away at the enemy. Play it with Five Finger Death Punch's "Bad Company" in the background, as your forces
move on towards victory.

The explosions and gradual building destruction are gorgeous. Good attention is paid to unit detail. The Arab-accented voice
acting is so bad that it's good. And this game won't empty your wallet.. If you've ever been involved in FRC, FTC, or any other
robotics competition, this game is perfect for you. You get to design your own robot to complete varied and difficult challenges.
Although the game may look pretty intimidating at first, the bot programing is based on simple drap-and-drop gates. This game
will heavily test your ability to engineer a solution to various design challenges.. If you are wondering about the challenge level: I
beat the final boss with only 1 hp left and no extra lives remaining, so I'd call it finely tuned.

The unlockable characters are quirky, which keeps replays fresh (they and are also OP in some levels, so try a new character if
you are having trouble).

The graphics are both scary and cute at the same time; it's a real Halloween treat.

CONS(?): the music will be stuck in your head for days
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Game's dead, has been since the start, only then there were what 100+ people in servers, if not less. Had potential, now that its
F2P it's still pretty dead, had lots of potential, Dev's threw it away, real shame. https://youtu.be/0G4hubYqkPE

Stability issues aside, this horror game is a hodgepodge of assets that blur the games setting location and time. The lack of
narrative hooks make the puzzle solving feel hollow.. CAN'T OUT GAME.
(nuff said). Thank you for supporting Linux!. Very cool, was blown away by the detail and resolution of the birth of venus
painting. Still in its infancy, but if they could make this like wiki-vr museum one day with fine art from around the world it
would be amazing. Nice job.
. One of the better Indie SHUMPS on Steam. I'm really surprised it hasn't seen more exposure and more reviews. Not the typical
JPN bullet hell but extremely creative, fast paced, and challenging Vakyrius Prime manages to create just the right feel. Nice
enemy variety and pacing plus a credits system allows module unlocks to enhance the gameplay in later playthroughs. Ship
dodging system on the horizontal plane is wicked and the slight aiming deviance when turning the ship gives a slight feeling of
Roche Fusion. Great game and definitely worth the asking price.

Note: Global leaderboards seem to be down but hopefully this can be resolved by the dev. Also a Tate mode and 1440p
resolution option would be nice options as well.... possibly a future patch?
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